Sideplates

French Type 'C' Fusil sideplate..............#SP-Fusil-C-B or I
An elegant French sideplate design. A framed oval, surrounded by rococo S and C shaped scrolls. Wax cast brass, this sideplate may be inlet or surface mounted. The long end for the front lock bolt may be cut to fit your flint lock.

#SP-Fusil-C-B sideplate, brass only $20.99
#SP-Fusil-C-I sideplate, iron only $17.99

French Type 'D' Fusil sideplate..............#SP-Fusil-D-B or I
This French sideplate design is more Germanic or Jaeger shaped, similar to longrifle sideplates. Wax cast brass or steel, this sideplate may be inlet or surface mounted. The round end for the front bolt may be removed for a shorter flint lock.

#SP-Fusil-D-B sideplate, brass only $11.99
#SP-Fusil-D-I sideplate, iron only $ 9.99

Brown Bess "First Model" sideplate ..........#SP-Bess-46-B
This early flint musket sideplate has a domed surface, with counterbored holes. This sideplate is pre-inlet into our first model Brown Bess stock, circa 1746. Shown exact full size. Wax cast brass.

#SP-Bess-46-B sideplate, brass only $14.99
Brown Bess lock bolt, #10-32, extra long, for early muskets.
#Bolt-Bess-46 lock bolt, #10-32 thread only $ 2.99

French Fusil sideplate..........................#SP-Fusil-A-B or I
Engraving is cast in. Bolt holes are about perfect for our French Type "C", Type "D", Tulle, L & R Trade Lock, Twigg, Early Ketland and similar flintlocks. Shorten the front for smaller locks. Matching triggerguard and buttplate are available. Wax cast in your choice of brass or steel.

#SP-Fusil-A-B sideplate, brass only $13.99
#SP-Fusil-A-I sideplate, iron only $10.99

Early American sideplate.......................#SP-Fowl-5-B or I
This simple early sideplate has an attractive pointed tail. Long enough for larger flint locks, or shorten the front end for symmetry around the front lock bolt, on rifle size locks.
Select wax cast brass or steel.

#SP-Fowl-5-B sideplate, brass only $13.99
#SP-Fowl-5-I sideplate, iron only $10.99

Andrew Verner's sideplate.....................#SP-Verner-1-B
A classic Buck's County or Allentown - Bethlehem style sideplate. Note the round front and center areas for lock bolt holes, spaced for a large Siler, L&R, or similar rifle size lock.
Wax cast in brass, only.

#SP-Verner-1-B sideplate, brass only $13.99
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